
 

Lecture 7

Liveness of Bitcoin
longestchain
Protocol

Lastleotare i Safety of longest
chain protocol

means that once a block is
confirmed e g K deep then the

prob of deconfirmation is Very
small

Safety is an important security
property

but what if no blocks get into the
ledger

fanibsbetf.ongtifontb.at some honest

Livenesse is an important
security property



securely properly
focus of this lecture

Observation The longest chain
protocol cannot deadlocke

mining operation is verydemocratic
even a gingle honest miner

with tiny hash power will
eventually succeed mining

freight'siomatonaffedgongIesismodhain

It could happen that all black on

the longest chain are adversarial

chain growth EG rate ofgrowths

of the longest chain
honest
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Obd Chain Quality Q

Q of honest blocks in
the longest chain

of all blocks in



II f al blocks in

the longest chain

really we need CQ 20 for
Tiveness

CQ CG.TL px.IT
CG IT

caxCGc
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exact same condition for

i safety

Turns out the condition above is also
necessary for loveness Selfish mining



necessary for eness shinning
Same analogous as safety there private
attack was fatal

Selfish Mining Attack

l Adv always mines on the tip of

the longest chain same as

honest

They keep successfully mined

blocks private
2 Adv publishes broadcasts a

previously mened block exactly

when an honest block at the

Samelevelm appears
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of
C xt
ThsQuantifying

how live the protocol
is

Quantify the fairness

The most fair rewards distribution
honest

occurs when F of blocks on

longest chain

honest hash
power
Cc f

ie CQ l f
not happening in the longest chain

protocol
e.g

because of selfish mining

Question how to modify the



QUI I k the

longest chain protocol so that

optimal CQ is obtained

jrewards
Fruit chains

mainideay separate tx's
their rewards

from blocks in the longest

chain

Two typesofblocks
onlytheTx block
header

regular block essentially
empty

how to relate these 2 types of
blocks

G how to do low for both
blo I I 2



blocks simultaneously
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mine on super block
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Important fact of tx

blocks referred to by a honest

miner hash power of the
miner not how

often the honestblocks

are in the longest
chain

perfect chain quality


